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Introduction Form – FC01
Reported: August 4, 2198

Claimant Name (original):

Claimant Name (phonetic, if required): 

Describe yourself:

I run a store on Arietis Station 156.  
My business is small-scale electronics, for entertainment purposes.

Describe the nature of the First Contact:

During May 2198 I opened my door to a customer whose race I did not 
recognize. I attach a video capture as supporting evidence.
After discussing his request for high-end scanning equipment, I asked him 
to identify his home world. He seemed unused to standard astro-chart-
ing. With some difficulty we established he came from Turcanis Major V-I 
(Five-one).
I asked how he knew Standard. He told me he had monitored transmissions 
from survey vessels working his sector.
I did not understand his occupation. He was either an author or a priest.  
He seemed both intelligent and naïve.

Declaration:

I believe myself to be the fi rst person to introduce this new race to the Earth and claim all fees and 
rewards previously published in pursuance of this introduction.

I give my signature to this document in affi  rmation of all its contents:

Sign here:

Note: This form may only be used for First Contact Claims for the introduction fees current at time of signature.  For detail of current 
fees contact issuing authority.  For any other claims Do NOT USE THIS FORM as this will delay processing.

Y BARNU

For Offi  ce use only

Authorized for payment 

Date: September 13, 2198 

By the authority of the Secretary of the Offi  ce of Expansion Services

 Mdme. Cheri Busca

Assistant to the Secretary

Yacov Barnu

By the authority of the Secretary of the Offi  ce of Expansion Services



Memo August 21, 2198

Officer Shane Golder

Re: First Contact Report - Yacov Barnu

Arietis Station is a Hamalan colony, mixed race.
The attached in-store security video capture shows the person in question but the quality is poor.

I have received twenty-five First Contact reports from Mr. Barnu.  It seems that whenever regular 
business is slack, strange new races rush into his store.
Even if this is the exception that proves the rule I have two other concerns resulting from the 
limited information Mr. Barnu has provided.

a) How did the alien arrive?  If he came with another race, the claim is theirs.  If he came in his 
own craft, why has no encounter happened before?  If ships are leaving TMV-I for trade, someone 
should have seen them before now.

b) If they can build their own ships, why would he wish to buy something as simple as scanning 
equipment?

I recommend this claim be placed in suspension pending further contact.
SG



General Briefing
5478

All ship captains, colony heads, 
base commanders, and station managers 

are hereby henceforth required to

Report all sightings and contacts with residents 
of any planet in the Turcanis Major system.

A Video Capture is attached.

It is NOT considered that the inhabitants 
of the aforesaid system are dangerous 
or suspected of any criminal activity.  

This requirement is for 
INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 

at this time.

This order is enforced upon the authority of

Elizabeth Curacao
Assistant to the Secretary 
Office of External Affairs

Department of Extra-Solar Activities
September 13, 2198



Introduction Form – FC01
Reported: December 29, 2198

Claimant Name (original):

Claimant Name (phonetic, if required): 

Describe yourself:

I captain a supply ship for the Himdu-Cola Company based on Callistri..

Describe the nature of the First Contact:

On Mustur 8 5600 we were in orbit around a customer’s planet. 

(Approx May, 2198/name withheld)

The pilot of a small craft hailed us.  I did not recognize his race. 

(scanner matrix attached)

He requested trade for advanced scanning equipment.

(communications log capture attached)

He identifi ed his home world only as Turcanis Major.    

(probably TM Five-One)

I was unable to assist him with this particular trade but gave him my 
contact information and offered my services to continue his relationship 
with Earth.

Declaration:

I believe myself to be the fi rst person to introduce this new race to the Earth and claim all fees and 
rewards previously published in pursuance of this introduction.

I give my signature to this document in affi  rmation of all its contents:

Sign here:

Note: This form may only be used for First Contact Claims for the introduction fees current at time of signature.  For detail of current 
fees contact issuing authority.  For any other claims Do NOT USE THIS FORM as this will delay processing.

MICHLEV Ap/Nm/Ph/ZDS Himdu-Cola

For Offi  ce use only

Authorized for payment 

Date: 

By the authority of the Secretary of the Offi  ce of Expansion Services

  

Assistant to the Secretary

Michlev Apporto Nmathe Pharano

Authorized for payment 

By the authority of the Secretary of the Offi  ce of Expansion Services

Assistant to the Secretary



[Received January 5, 2199 O4#JD-8989]

From: Colonel M. Staffar, DF25

To:  Elizabeth Curacao, OEA

January 5, 2199

Dear Elizabeth,

In response to GB5478 I can offer this, alas secondhand, account of a Turcanian.

Between October 5 and October 13, 2198 my crews had several reports of a small vessel 
working around the station. Each had been hailed en route by a lone pilot in a small rec-
flier. Each was asked to trade scanning equipment. None admitted to any dealings with 
the pilot.

Those who bothered to record details of the encounters confirm the identity as the 
Turcanian of GB5478.

I have no documentary evidence to send you, as none of the captains was willing to be 
identified.

I hope this is of some use to you in your data gathering.

Yours warmly,
MS



[Received January 20, 2199 O4#JD-6200]

From:  AA.rc.mna

To: OFFICE of External Affairs, Earth, Sol

MY friend and esteemed benefactor, colleague and brother to my father’s ambitions, the 
Captain James Bartholomew, of the Jovian Corporative Organization.  
HE passed to me certain informations, that you need of reports in the following paths.
MY ship, a trader of great worth.  
WE find ourselves in work at Orion-the First by the second moon.
HERE, at the end of our work, we have hails.
NEAR us in the orbit above, this is the craft of one person.  
HE with large eyes and a manner not of a trader.
TURCANIA his home.  
TURCANIS Major- the Fifth, I think to you.
ALAS, not always my father’s son, I make no profit with this person.
THE trade he wish to make.  
THINGS of many questionable note, and of such quantities as I much wonder.  
I wish no part, for the sake of my customers, my crew, and my father’s honor.  
NO trade I make with this person, though he with much persistence argue and shout.
THE craft he flies.  
THIS we know.  
PRAESTANS Rapax, near to Oraga – the Beta.  
HERE they make most cunning and craft of much worth.  
TURCANIAN is a person of great riches, in flying thus.
THIS is my information.  
NEAR your path I hope it lies.
WITH this then I greet you, of the Office of External Affairs.  
ALL that is good and wondrous in our skies.  
THIS to be yours in your goings.

AA.rc.mna

Give me strength - how do these guys ever do busine
ss with each other?  What’s the point of 

having Standard?

a) If the Turcanian’s ship is th
at small where is he going to put these

 ‘quantities’?

b) I hear the Turcanian is peac
eful and if anything a little

 dim, no one else has even 

whispered he has a bad temper.

File this under ‘Doubtful’.

Liz
January 24 2199



[Received February 4, 2199 O1#A1-5231]
[Prioritized 01#EC-4300]

From: Patrol Commandant Ngell Amarno, Hawkins Array, Horsehead Nebula

To:  Elizabeth Curacao, OEA, Dept. EA

February 4, 2199

GB5478 – Confirmed sighting of Turcanian

I wish to inform you that as a consequence of an arrest made at the culmination of a 
criminal investigation into the activities outlined below, we have come into possession of 
information regarding an inhabitant of the Turcanis Major system.

Local trader, Melha Melha, has been found guilty of selling prohibited technology in three 
counts.

Count One:  
On November 12, 2198, sold five (5) high yield oxygen grenades to a junior Astran 
diplomat
Count Two:  
On November 15, 2198, sold ten crates of compressed gas rifles to an Ursalan political 
group
Count Three:  
On November 19, 2198, sold one medical laser scalpel, with instruction manual, to a 
minor

Further information: please reference 154673/HA/NA/9987

During the surveillance of Count Three, my officers recorded the sale of

One Ultra-High-Definition Infra-Red Detector
Containing:

One UHD IRD Base, Control and Actuation Unit
Twenty-five distributed scanning nodes, remote transceivers and central base 
converter
One set Documentation
Two maintenance kits

The purchaser was identified as the individual described in GB5478.
He identified himself as Edward from Turcania.
He paid in platinum strips.
No prohibition exists against trade with Turcanis Major.  No charges have been brought 
with regard to this sale.

Please contact this station if further information is required.

P.Comm. Amarno



Memo from Office of External Affairs

From:  Elizabeth Curacao, OEA, Dept. EA

To:  Section Chief Tomkins, EIA

February 15, 2199

Re: First Contact/Techno Trading

Attached is an informational from the HH Neb, with ref to Turcanis Major.

Surveys had identified one sentient race in this system. No contact has 
been made, with the exception of this one trader.

Should we be worried about the nature of this contact?

Liz 



Memo from External Intelligence Agency

From: Lucy Fry, Analyst, EIA

To:  E. Curucao, OEA

February 20, 2199

Ms. Curucao, 

Thank you for your recent memo to Mr. Tomkins in reference to techno-
trades with Torcanis Major.

We know of no regulations against trade with this system.

Thank you for your correspondence.

Lucy Fry.



Memo from Office of External Affairs

From:  Elizabeth Curacao, OEA, Dept. EA

To:  Section Chief Tomkins, EIA

February 20, 2199

Re: Turcanis Major

Please confirm by reply to this memo, that it is your professional judgment 
that high-tech trades to this unknown race pose no actual or potential 
threat to Earth, its interests, or those of its allies.

Thank you for your individual attention.

Elizabeth Curacao



Memo from External Intelligence Agency

From: Lucy Fry, Analyst, EIA

To:  E. Curacao, OEA

February 22, 2199

Ms. Curacao, 

Thank you for your recent memo to Mr. Tomkins in reference to techno-
trades with Turcanis Major.

Mr. Tomkins asks that you send the entire file on this matter for his review.
Thank you for your prompt attention.

Lucy Fry



Memo from External Intelligence Agency

From: Section Chief Tomkins

To: Liz Curacao, OEA

February 25, 2199

Liz,

The information you sent is not sufficient for us to develop an opinion on 
Turcanis Major.

I confess that it is an unusual way for a race to announce itself to the 
galaxy, but it would be paranoia to assume malign intent.

I shall authorize covert surveillance of Turcanis Major for a period of three 
months.

Please refer future correspondence on this matter to Analyst Lucy Fry.

Tomkins



Extracts from
Surveillance Analysis of Turcanis Major V-I performed from March 
15, 2199 to June 15, 2199 by Lucy Fry

The people of TMV-I show no interest in the rest of the galaxy. Their transmissions are 
mainly from a single entertainment organization….

…There are signs of increasing use of encrypted computer transactions. These are 
believed to be of a business-related nature….

…Since the original survey of the system we see an increase in technological 
sophistication, but no more interest in astronomy. They have no astronomical satellites.  
They have several communication relays, but no orbital stations. They send up 
machines, but not people….

…We see in their entertainment clear images of their people. The figure in the First 
Contact reports matches closely the anatomy and bearing of these people. However, in 
light of their state of interest in space travel, this may be a coincidence….

…We see in their transmissions a population that is varied in culture and belief. There 
are several different religions. People in different geographical regions dress differently.  
There seems to be one common language, with regional variations….

 

Great.  “People in different geographical regions dres
s differently.” 

Who is this idiot?

I’m becoming more and more concerned about our future in the EIA’s 

hands.

Liz
August 4, 2199



Internal Memo 
Office of External Affairs

From: Elizabeth Curacao

To:  Michaelo Korvanotualli

August 5, 2199

Mike,

I still have a bad feeling about the Turcanian trader.

Tomkins says I’m paranoid. But I have zero confidence in the EIA analysis.

We still have no idea why he wanted such a high-end IR scanner. We can 
hope it’s for a peaceful use but we are completely in the dark.

I think, since they have voluntarily broken their isolation by trading, we 
should initiate a second contact.

Perhaps through their government(s) we can get to meet this ‘Edward’ 
character and finally get to the bottom of this.

We also have competing FC01s. We have to sort out who gets the fee 
before we get a reputation for non-payment.

What do you think?

Liz.

Liz,
From what I see this is an underdeveloped small population.
 I don’t think the potential warrants a full scale diplo mission.  We can’t        
 detract from our other efforts.
Is there anyone we can send who isn’t busy right now – semi-officially?
  I’m ok with you doing enough to satisfy your curiosity, but nothing major.

Ok?
Mike K.





Our story continues in...

SOPHA
episode two of The Able Series

 where a small deception by Jim unleashes a large amount of trouble. 
    

 There will be additional bonus materials for SOPHA  
available for free download at

edcharlton.com

SOPHA will be a kindle exclusive
available at amazon.com



Also by Ed Charlton

The problem with uncle teddy’s memoir
A speculative fiction romantic adventure mystery

A science fiction book like no other...
In copied letters, collected emails, office notes, and of course, the pages of 
Uncle Teddy’s own manuscript, Ed Charlton pieces together an epic sci-fi 
tale of empire, conquest, slavery, betrayal, romance, adventure, and mystery. 
Is it speculative? Is it even fiction at all...?

“THE PROBLEM WITH UNCLE TEDDY’S MEMOIR is a tantalizing, disturbing 
little story, carefully and lovingly designed to maximize suspense and provoke 
thought.”

~IndieReader. 4 Stars

Available at amazon.com and other fine retailers


